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anticipated new series by #1 bestseller and USA Today bestselling author
City of Vice: An Ava Gold Mystery (Book 6) Blake Pierce 2022-09-28 1929.

Blake Pierce, whose bestseller Once Gone (a free download) has received over

New York City. When a Wall Street banker appears to commit suicide in the

1,000 five star reviews. In the rough streets of 1920s New York City, 34 year-

wake of the stock market crash, Ava Gold, the city’s first female detective,

old Ava Gold, a widower and single mom, claws her way up to become the

suspects a murder. But with the city falling into crisis around her, Ava must

first female homicide detective in her NYPD precinct. She is as tough as they

race to prove her suspicions before the killer can walk free. “A

come, and willing to hold her own in a man’s world. The 1929 Wall Street

MASTERPIECE OF THRILLER AND MYSTERY. Blake Pierce did a

Crash has hit, and Ava’s world is turned upside down. Assigned to a new

magnificent job developing characters with a psychological side so well

precinct, new location, and new partner, she must scramble to get her feet

described that we feel inside their minds, follow their fears and cheer for

beneath her before time runs out. As she enters the chaotic world of Wall

their success. Full of twists, this book will keep you awake until the turn of

Street, Ava must fight to prove herself once and for all—before the case comes

the last page.” --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re Once Gone)

tumbling down around her. A heart-pounding suspense thriller filled with

CITY OF VICE (An Ava Gold Mystery—Book 6) is a new novel in a long-

shocking twists, the authentic and atmospheric AVA GOLD MYSTERY
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SERIES is a riveting page-turner, endearing us to a strong and brilliant

suspects there’s more to the story than partying gone awry. As Stella delves

character that will capture your heart and keep you reading late into the

deeper into the case, it only becomes more complex and confusing, leading

night. Future books in the series will be available soon.

her to dead end after dead end. Stella must use her brilliant mind to unravel

The Crossing Places Elly Griffiths 2016-06-02

the questions at the heart of the case: Why was this divorcee at the party in

The Perfect Alibi (A Jessie Hunt Psychological Suspense Thriller—Book

the first place? Who wanted her dead? And why? And will the killer strike

Eight) Blake Pierce 2020-08-25 “A masterpiece of thriller and mystery. Blake

again? In HIS OTHER LIFE (Book #5), to all appearances, the victim hit all

Pierce did a magnificent job developing characters with a psychological side so

the checkmarks of a successful life, working for an exclusive finance firm, a

well described that we feel inside their minds, follow their fears and cheer for

member of an exclusive yacht club, having the perfect house in suburbia, a

their success. Full of twists, this book will keep you awake until the turn of

wife, two kids and a picket fence. But as FBI special agent Stella Fall goes

the last page.” --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re Once Gone)

deeper down the rabbit hole of evidence, she soon realizes he wasn’t as much

THE PERFECT ALIBI is book #8 in a new psychological suspense series by

of a good guy as he pretended to be. What was he really up to on Dad’s Night

bestselling author Blake Pierce, which begins with The Perfect Wife, a #1

Out? On Dad’s weekends away? At his firm? Something isn’t adding up. But

bestseller (and free download) with nearly 500 five-star reviews. A suburban

time is running out, and it’s up to Stella to put the pieces together. Can she

wife and mom escapes from the grasp of a psychotic serial killer—only to

unravel the twisted puzzle in time to stop the murderer? A fast-paced

wind up murdered weeks later. Was it a coincidence? Or is there a serial

psychological suspense thriller with unforgettable characters and heart-

killer out there playing a sick game of catch and release—and catch again? Can

pounding suspense, STELLA FALL is a riveting new series that will leave

famed FBI agent Jessie Hunt, 30, shake off her personal trauma and enter this

you turning pages late into the night. Book #6—HIS OTHER TRUTH—is also

killer’s mind? Can she save the next victim—and maybe even herself—before

available.

it is too late? A fast-paced psychological suspense thriller with unforgettable

The Interview C. M. Ewan 2022-02-17 The Interview is a gripping locked-

characters and heart-pounding suspense, THE PERFECT ALIBI is book #8 in

room thriller from C. M. Ewan, the acclaimed author of A Window Breaks

a riveting new series that will leave you turning pages late into the night.

and the half-a-million-copy bestseller Safe House. It’s 5 p.m. on a Friday. You

Books #9-#21 are also available!

have been called to an interview for your dream job. In a stunning office

Stella Fall Psychological Suspense Thriller Bundle: His Other Mistress (#4)

thirteen floors above the city below, you are all alone with the man

and His Other Life (#5) Ava Strong 2022-03-07 A bundle of books #4 (HIS

interviewing you. Everyone else has gone home for the weekend. The

OTHER MISTRESS) and #5 (HIS OTHER LIFE) in Ava Strong’s Stella Fall

interview gets more and more disturbing. You’re feeling scared. Your only

Psychological Suspense Thriller series! This bundle offers books four and five

way out is to answer a seemingly impossible question. If you can’t . . . what

in one convenient file, with over 100,000 words of reading. In HIS OTHER

happens next? What authors are saying . . . ‘C.M. Ewan never once drops the

MISTRESS (Book #4), when a 40-year-old mother and divorcee is found

pace in this heart-pounding rollercoaster of a thriller that had me up all night’

murdered after a wild college house party, FBI Special Agent Stella Fall

- Clare Mackintosh, author of Hostage ‘A brilliant hook, a breakneck game of
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cat and mouse, and twists galore’ - Tim Weaver, author of The Shadow at the

murders. One chocolate-box village convinced of its own perfection - until

Door ‘A fast-paced twisty read that races along like an action movie’ - Sarah

now. Long Piddleton is an unlikely setting for a crime, and yet it's the scene

Pinborough, author of Insomnia ‘I can’t stop thinking about The Interview. I

of two. With one dead body upended in a keg of beer at The Man with a

loved it’ - Sarah Hilary, author of Fragile ‘I couldn’t put The Interview down.

Load of Mischief, and another swinging from the sign above the Jack and

Totally brilliant’ - B A Paris, author of The Therapist ‘A terrifying, heart-

Hammer, tensions are high, and Scotland Yard's Richard Jury is called in to

stopping ride’ - Sharon Bolton, author of The Split ‘So tense and twisty. An

calm the waters. On arrival, Jury finds himself confronted by a community

absolute nail-biter of a novel!’ - Gilly Macmillan, author of The Long

spooked by the idea that the murderer could be amongst them. That is, apart

Weekend What readers are saying . . . ‘Oh boy did I enjoy this book! The

from Melrose Plant - the eighth Earl of Caverness and a keen observer of

definition of a keep you up all night, read in one sitting thriller’ ‘I read this

human nature whose astute eye directs Jury's investigation straight into the

beauty in a day, had so much else to do but just couldn't put it down’ ‘Wow,

heart of the village, leaving the community questioning everything they

this book blew me away! I was hooked immediately and found the concept,

ever thought they knew and trusted.

both exciting and highly original’ ‘YOU GUYS! If you haven't read this book,

The PostScript Murders Elly Griffiths 2021-03-02 Murder leaps off the page

DO IT NOW!’

when crime novelists begin to turn up dead in this intricate new novel by

The Teeth of the Tiger Maurice Leblanc 2021-01-01 ♥♥ The Teeth of the

internationally best-selling author Elly Griffiths, a literary mystery perfect

Tiger: Bestseller Mystery & Thriller BY Maurice Leblanc ♥♥ The Teeth of

for fans of Anthony Horowitz and Agatha Christie. The death of a ninety-

the Tiger is the seventh novel in the Arsène Lupin series. Tasked with

year-old woman with a heart condition should not be suspicious. Detective

finding the heirs to a $100 million francs fortune, the executor of the estate,

Sergeant Harbinder Kaur certainly sees nothing out of the ordinary when

Arsene Lupin, goes about finding them. ♥♥ The Teeth of the Tiger:

Peggy's caretaker, Natalka, begins to recount Peggy Smith's passing. But

Bestseller Mystery & Thriller BY Maurice Leblanc ♥♥ He has 3 months to

Natalka had a reason to be at the police station: while clearing out Peggy's flat,

do so. In the event that none can be found, Lupin himself, gets the money. No

she noticed an unusual number of crime novels, all dedicated to Peggy. And

wonder then that when the heirs do show up, they do so dead. ♥♥ The

each psychological thriller included a mysterious postscript: PS: for PS. When

Teeth of the Tiger: Bestseller Mystery & Thriller BY Maurice Leblanc ♥♥

a gunman breaks into the flat to steal a book and its author is found dead

The Teeth of the Tiger is a 1919 American silent comedy film directed by

shortly thereafter--Detective Kaur begins to think that perhaps there is no

Chester Withey and written by Roy Somerville based upon a novel of the

such thing as an unsuspicious death after all. And then things escalate: from an

same name by Maurice Leblanc. The film stars David Powell, Marguerite

Aberdeen literary festival to the streets of Edinburgh, writers are being

Courtot, Templar Saxe, Myrtle Stedman, Joseph Herbert, Charles L.

targeted. DS Kaur embarks on a road trip across Europe and reckons with how

MacDonald, and Riley Hatch. The film was released on November 2, 1919, by

exactly authors can think up such realistic crimes . . .

Paramount Pictures.

We Begin at the End Chris Whitaker 2021-03-02 Winner of the Gold Dagger

The Man With a Load of Mischief Martha Grimes 2018-08-09 Two pubs. Two

for Best Crime Novel from the Crime Writers’ Association (UK) Winner for
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Best International Crime Fiction from Australian Crime Writers Association

request proves to his ex-wife that he's still rotten to the core. *A clandestine

An Instant New York Times Bestseller “A vibrant, engrossing,

operative finds himself caught in a wicked game of confusion . . . but who is

unputdownable thriller that packs a serious emotional punch. One of those

calling the shots? No matter what type of thriller you read, you'll find

rare books that surprise you along the way and then linger in your mind long

something here that will entertain you . . . and perhaps a new writer you'll

after you have finished it.” —Kristin Hannah, #1 New York Times bestselling

cherish for years to come. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold

author of The Nightingale and The Four Winds Right. Wrong. Life is lived

without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

somewhere in between. Duchess Day Radley is a thirteen-year-old self-

BRITISH MYSTERIES - Boxed Set: 40+ Thriller Classics, Detective Novels &

proclaimed outlaw. Rules are for other people. She is the fierce protector of

Crime Stories J. S. Fletcher 2017-05-13 This carefully crafted ebook: "BRITISH

her five-year-old brother, Robin, and the parent to her mother, Star, a single

MYSTERIES - Boxed Set" is formatted for your eReader with a functional

mom incapable of taking care of herself, let alone her two kids. Walk has

and detailed table of contents: Novels Perris of the Cherry Trees The Middle

never left the coastal California town where he and Star grew up. He may

Temple Murder Dead Men's Money The Talleyrand Maxim The Paradise

have become the chief of police, but he’s still trying to heal the old wound of

Mystery The Borough Treasurer The Chestermarke Instinct The Herapath

having given the testimony that sent his best friend, Vincent King, to prison

Property The Orange-Yellow Diamond The Root of All Evil In The Mayor's

decades before. And he's in overdrive protecting Duchess and her brother.

Parlour The Middle of Things Ravensdene Court The Rayner-Slade

Now, thirty years later, Vincent is being released. And Duchess and Walk

Amalgamation Scarhaven Keep The Charing Cross Mystery The Kang-He

must face the trouble that comes with his return. We Begin at the End is an

Vase The Safety Pin Sea Fog The Borgia Cabinet The Solution of a Mystery

extraordinary novel about two kinds of families—the ones we are born into

The Mill House Murder Short Stories Paul Campenhaye – Specialist in

and the ones we create.

Criminology The French Maid The Yorkshire Manufacturer The Covent

First Thrills International Thriller Writers 2011-05-24 New York Times

Garden Fruit Shop The Irish Mail The Tobacco-Box Mrs. Duquesne The

bestselling author Lee Child and the International Thriller Writers, Inc.

House on Hardress Head The Champagne Bottle The Settling Day The

present a collection of remarkable stories in First Thrills. Showcasing many of

Magician of Cannon Street The Secret of the Barbican and Other Stories

the organization's bestselling authors as well as rising stars in the genre, here

Against Time The Earl, the Warder and the Wayward Heiress The

are twenty-five brand-new, never-before published, stories packed with

Fifteenth-Century Crozier The Yellow Dog Room 53 The Secret of the

murder, mystery, and mayhem. *A cunning criminal thinks he can use a

Barbican The Silhouette Blind Gap Moor St. Morkil's Isle Extra-Judicial The

child to take the rap for his crimes. *A hospital intern turned body-snatcher.

Second Capsule The Way to Jericho Patent No. 33 The Selchester Missal The

*A priest who comes face to face with his wife's murderer on death row. *A

Murder in the Mayor's Parlour Joseph Smith Fletcher (1863-1933) was an

confederate soldier comes home to his love, but changed by more than just the

English author, one of the leading writers of detective fiction in the Golden

war....he comes back wrong. *The discovery of a flying saucer in the deep sea

Age. After his journalist career Fletcher first wrote poems and historical

brings one man to the brink of a massive revelation. *A dying man's last

fiction, but then moved on to detective mysteries and became one of the most
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prolific British writers of the genre.

macabre find: the body of a dead woman, lying in a fountain, her arms

A Good Girl's Guide to Murder Holly Jackson 2020-02-04 THE NEW YORK

marked with small incisions. Cause of death? Exsanguination - the draining of

TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES WITH OVER ONE MILLION COPIES

all the blood in her body. Clearly, this is no ordinary murder. Jeppe Kørner,

SOLD• Everyone is talking about this addictive must-read mystery with

recovering from a painful divorce and in the throes of a new relationship,

shades of Serial and Making a Murderer about an investigation turned

takes on the investigation. His partner, Anette Werner, now on leave after an

obsession, full of twists and turns and with an ending you'll never expect.

unexpected pregnancy, is restless at home. While Jeppe leads the official

Everyone in Fairview knows the story. Pretty and popular high school

search, Anette can't stop herself from doing a little detective work as well.

senior Andie Bell was murdered by her boyfriend, Sal Singh, who then killed

But operating on her own exposes her to dangers she can't even begin to

himself. It was all anyone could talk about. And five years later, Pip sees how

realise. As the investigation ventures into dark and dangerous corners, it

the tragedy still haunts her town. But she can't shake the feeling that there

uncovers an ambition and greed festering beneath the surface of caregiving

was more to what happened that day. She knew Sal when she was a child,

institutions, all leading back to the mysterious Butterfly House . . .

and he was always so kind to her. How could he possibly have been a killer?

One Of Us Is Lying Karen M. McManus 2017-06-01 The international

Now a senior herself, Pip decides to reexamine the closed case for her final

bestselling YA thriller by acclaimed author, Karen M. McManus - NOW A

project, at first just to cast doubt on the original investigation. But soon she

MAJOR NETFLIX SERIES. Five students go to detention. Only four leave

discovers a trail of dark secrets that might actually prove Sal innocent . . . and

alive. Yale hopeful Bronwyn has never publicly broken a rule. Sports star

the line between past and present begins to blur. Someone in Fairview

Cooper only knows what he's doing in the baseball diamond. Bad boy Nate is

doesn't want Pip digging around for answers, and now her own life might be

one misstep away from a life of crime. Prom queen Addy is holding together

in danger. And don't miss the sequel, Good Girl, Bad Blood! "The perfect nail-

the cracks in her perfect life. And outsider Simon, creator of the notorious

biting mystery." --Natasha Preston, #1 New York Times bestselling author

gossip app at Bayview High, won't ever talk about any of them again. He dies

The Woman in the Window A. J Finn 2021-06

24 hours before he could post their deepest secrets online. Investigators

The Butterfly House Katrine Engberg 2021-01-14 'The Butterfly House is an

conclude it's no accident. All of them are suspects. Everyone has secrets,

original and absorbing piece of work . . . Engberg's novels are bestsellers in

right? What really matters is how far you'll go to protect them. 'Tightly

Denmark and she is a name to look out for' SUNDAY TIMES From the

plotted and brilliantly written, with sharp, believable characters, this

internationally bestselling author of The Tenant, which Kathy Reichs called a

whodunit is utterly irresistible' - HEAT 'Twisty plotting, breakneck pacing

'stunning debut', comes a gripping new thriller featuring investigators Jeppe

and intriguing characterisation add up to an exciting single-sitting thrillerish

Kørner and Anette Werner. In the coronary care unit at one of Copenhagen's

treat' -THE GUARDIAN 'A fantastic murder mystery, packed with cryptic

leading medical centres, a nurse fills a syringe with an overdose of heart

clues and countless plot twists. I could not put this book down' - THE SUN

medication and stealthily enters the room of an older male patient. Six days

'Pretty Little Liars meets The Breakfast Club' - ENTERTAINMENT

earlier, a paperboy on his route in the centre of the city stumbles upon a

WEEKLY
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Current Biography Yearbook Maxine Block 1968

to residents of the city still exist. Also a large library devoted to historical

The Golden Argonauts Allison Cassidy Page 2017-08-27 Valentine's Day in

research of the era helped authenticate the lives and time documented in the

San Francisco. A rickety old house on Telegraph Hill where people go in, but

book.Q: Have you always been interested in paranormal ideas?A: I'd have to

don't come out.In 2015 a beautiful young prosecutor dedicated to putting the

say I am. Science fiction, mysticism, paranormal, fantasy and urban fantasy all

bad guys behind bars is getting ready for her date with the hot detective

have intriguing elements that writers explore in wonderful novels. I hope to

with a sense of humor and a mysterious past.In 1849 in the gold rush, a

add The Golden Argonauts to that library.Q: Allison Cassidy Page is actually a

motley crew of gold miners look forward to an evening's fun with the dance

mother-daughter writing team. How is that working out?A: We have had a

hall girls in the parlor turned saloon before they head back to the hills.What

fantastic time working together. From the get go we have had a close and

ties this unlikely cast of characters together? A murder . . . or two . . .A gold

easy bond that has always included a lot of laughter. We are both creative

watch . . . A hidden treasure . . .A weathervane . . .And a fall through the

people and this was a natural evolution of relationship. Helen, the mother of

curtain of time to right wrongs and unite lovers in this time travel romantic

the pair, has published more than 40 books beginning in the 70s with

suspense novel for the ages.Author InterviewQ: How did the story for The

cookbooks and includes children's fiction, romances, and mysteries to her

Golden Argonauts come to you?A: I have always loved time travel stories

credit. She is an avid cook, world traveler, reads widely and loves art and

ever since I read the epic Outlander series by Diana Gabaldon. But I also love

history. Daughter Allison has a sharp, curious mind, works in the fashion field,

California history and western romance stories. The gold rush holds a

has written for trade publications, is an animal lover, yoga practitioner, and

fascination for readers of historical fiction as well. So it seemed a perfect

master of the art of ice cream making. Genres where you can find The

combination to put a modern cast of characters living in 21st Century San

Golden ArgonautsScience FictionFantasyTime TravelWestern Time

Francisco and plunge them back into the world of early San Francisco. Q:

TravelTime Travel RomanceTime Travel Romantic SuspenseMystery,

What elements of suspense did you put in your book?A: Readers of romantic

Suspense, and ThrillerHistorical FictionWestern RomanceKeywords:Time

suspense will enjoy the developing relationship between Sarah and Jack as

TravelLiterary FictionWomen's fictionWestern fiction

well as the relationship between Finn during the gold rush and how he

My Sister, the Serial Killer Oyinkan Braithwaite 2019-01-03 Longlisted for

adjusts to losing his wife and forming an attachment to Fanny. Also, Sarah

the Booker Prize 2019 Shortlisted for the Women's Prize for Fiction 2019

pursues an accused murderer in her legal career so elements of crime fiction,

Winner of the 2019 LA Times Award for Best Crime Thriller Capital Crime

stalking, mystery, thriller and detective stories also appear in the book.Q: How

Debut Author of the Year 2019 __________ 'A literary sensation' Guardian 'A

did you perform research to make the old San Francisco come alive?A: San

bombshell of a book... Sharp, explosive, hilarious' New York Times 'Glittering

Francisco offers many landmarks of the gold rush, including sites found in the

and funny... A stiletto slipped between the ribs and through the left ventricle

book. Characters find themselves in the kiosk that became San Francisco

of the heart' Financial Times __________ When Korede's dinner is

landmark Tadich's Restaurant, Wells Fargo Bank has a museum devoted to

interrupted one night by a distress call from her sister, Ayoola, she knows

the handling of the gold discovered by the miners, and many streets familiar

what's expected of her: bleach, rubber gloves, nerves of steel and a strong
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stomach. This'll be the third boyfriend Ayoola's dispatched in, quote, self-

found, encased in a block of ice as if preserved in amber. The intense police

defence and the third mess that her lethal little sibling has left Korede to clear

investigation when she first disappeared had gone nowhere, and Detective

away. She should probably go to the police for the good of the menfolk of

John Cardinal went from solving murders to investigating burglaries and

Nigeria, but she loves her sister and, as they say, family always comes first.

petty crimes. But now all bets are off. Cardinal is back on the case; this time

Until, that is, Ayoola starts dating the doctor where Korede works as a nurse.

with a new partner. Lise Delorme, a sexy and passionate former internal

Korede's long been in love with him, and isn't prepared to see him wind up

investigator, makes Cardinal uneasy. With a guilty conscience to fuel his

with a knife in his back: but to save one would mean sacrificing the other...

suspicion, Cardinal wonders if Delorme isn’t there to investigate him. And his

The Broken Window Jeffery Deaver 2019-10-22 SOON TO BE A MAJOR

suspicions are well founded. Delmore has made a deal with the devil: in order

TELEVISION EVENT FROM NBC, STARRING RUSSELL HORNSBY,

to leave SIU for good, she must gain Cardinal’s trust and then betray it. There

ARIELLE KEBBEL, AND MICHAEL IMPERIOLI. Lincoln Rhyme faces “an

are allegations of corruption on the force, and Cardinal’s “extracurricular”

Orwellian nightmare” (The New York Times) as a twisted techno-genius

activities during a counterfeiting investigation are being called into question.

destroys lives with impunity by stealing personal information from behind

Delorme is convinced that Cardinal is innocent of any wrongdoing and even

the impenetrable walls of cyberspace. Rhyme’s cousin Arthur has been

when her investigation calls his integrity into question, she is reluctant to

arrested on murder charges, and the evidence against the estranged relative

believe it. When Cardinal makes the gruesome discovery of the bodies of two

Lincoln hasn’t seen in years is perfect—too perfect. Lincoln and his partner

more missing teenagers, he doesn’t spend time worrying about his suspicions

Amelia Sachs piece together a deadly pattern of similarly vicious frame-ups

concerning Delorme. His focus is on a more sinister concern–a serial killer

that leads them to the imposing Strategic Systems Datacorp—and a master of

hiding somewhere in this quiet northern town. That concern becomes laced

identity theft and manipulation known only as “522.” But cracking this

with urgency when Karen Steen, a young woman from Guelph, arrives to

ingenious killer’s realm places Rhyme and Sachs exactly where “522” wants

speak to Cardinal about her missing boyfriend, Keith London. Cardinal begins

them—in line to be the next victims.

to believe that Keith is the fourth young person to disappear in Algonquin

Forty Words for Sorrow Giles Blunt 2010-04-30 A shake of the dark head, a

Bay. But unlike the other victims, he believes that Keith may still be alive.

shudder in the shoulders. Another tiny splash on the linoleum floor. Husband

The question now becomes, what is the connection between the three dead

murdered, and now her daughter too. The Inuit, it is said, have forty

and one missing teenager? Can Cardinal and Delorme find Keith London

different words for snow. Never mind about snow, Cardinal mused, what

before it’s too late?

people really need is forty words for sorrow. Grief. Heartbreak. Desolation.

The Paradise Mystery J. S. Fletcher 2014-05-01 A quaint and idyllic English

There were not enough, not for this childless mother in her empty house.

community is rocked to its very core when a dead body is found and foul play

[Forty Words for Sorrow, page 42] The mutilated body of a young girl has

is suspected. But with few clues to go on and no likely suspects, it appears that

been discovered in an abandoned mine shaft on the desolate Lake Nipissing

the brutal crime may remain unsolved. This classic from the golden age of

island of Windigo. Missing since September, Katie Pine has finally been

detective fiction will suck you in and keep you guessing until the very last
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page.

perfect for fans of Sherlock Holmes and Jonathan Creek. The First Case for

Hope to Die James Patterson 2015-09-29 Detective Alex Cross is being stalked

Frey & McGray. Edinburgh, 1888. A violinist is murdered in his home. The

by a psychotic genius, forced to play the deadliest game of his career. Cross's

dead virtuoso's maid swears she heard three musicians playing in the night.

family-his loving wife, Bree, the wise and lively Nana Mama, and his

But with only one body in the locked practice room - and no way in or out -

precious children-have been ripped away. Terrified and desperate, Cross must

the case makes no sense. Fearing a national panic over another Ripper,

give this madman what he wants if he has any chance of saving the most

Scotland Yard sends Inspector Ian Frey to investigate under the cover of a

important people in his life. The stakes have never been higher: What will

fake department specializing in the occult. However, Frey's new boss,

Cross sacrifice to save the ones he loves? Widely praised by the greatest crime

Detective 'Nine-Nails' McGray, actually believes in such supernatural

and thriller writers of our time, Cross My Heart set a jaw-dropping story in

nonsense. McGray's tragic past has driven him to superstition, but even Frey

motion. Hope to Die propels Alex Cross's greatest challenge to its astonishing

must admit that this case seems beyond reason. And once someone loses all

finish.

reason, who knows what they will lose next... * * * 'This is wonderful. A

Among The Shadows Bruce Robert Coffin 2016-09-20 "A first-rate novel.

brilliant, moving, clever, lyrical book - I loved it. Oscar de Muriel is going to

Suspenseful and highly entertaining." -- New York Times bestselling author

be a name to watch.' Manda Scott 'A great cop double-act ... It's the pairing of

Gayle Lynds Fall in Portland, Maine usually arrives as a welcome respite

the upright Frey and the unorthodox McGray that notches up the stars for

from summer’s sweltering temperatures and, with the tourists gone, a return

this book. Like de Muriel, they're going places.' Sunday Sport 'One of the best

to normal life—usually. But when a retired cop is murdered, things heat up

debuts so far this year - a brilliant mix of horror, history, and humour.

quickly, setting the city on edge. Detective Sergeant John Byron, a second-

Genuinely riveting ... with plenty of twists, this will keep you turning the

generation cop, is tasked with investigating the case—at the very moment his

pages. It's clever, occasionally frightening and superbly written - The Strings

life is unraveling. On the outs with his department’s upper echelon, separated

Of Murder is everything you need in a mystery thriller.' Crime Review

from his wife, and feeling the strong pull of the bottle, Byron remains all

Murder at the House of Rooster Happiness David Casarett 2016-09-13 Meet

business as he tries to solve the murder of one of their own. And when

Ladarat Patalung -- the first and only nurse detective in Thailand. Two nights

another ex-Portland PD officer dies under suspicious circumstances, he

ago, a young woman brought her husband into the emergency room of the

quickly realizes there’s much more to these cases than meets the eye. The

Sriphat Hospital in Thailand, where he passed away. A guard thinks she

closer Byron gets to the truth, the greater the danger for him and his fellow

remembers her coming in before, but with a different husband -- one who

detectives. This taut, atmospheric thriller will appeal to fans of Michael

also died. Ladarat Patalung, for one, would have been happier without a serial

Connelly and John Sandford.

murderer-if there is one -- loose in her hospital. Then again,she never

The Strings of Murder Oscar de Muriel 2015-02-12 'A hugely entertaining

expected to be a detective in the first place. And now, Ladarat has no choice

Victorian mystery' New York Times 'I enjoyed this - properly creepy and

but to investigate. . . The first novel in a captivating new series by David

Gothic' Ian Rankin A spellbinding concoction of crime, history and horror -

Casarett, M.D.
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The Hiding Place Jenny Quintana 2021-02-18 'An engrossing and evocative

books, and is most famous for mystery series featuring detectives Hercule

read. Jenny Quintana captures layered atmosphere and complex emotions

Poirot and Miss Marple. She is the best-selling fiction writer of all time, with

beautifully, alongside writing a compulsive tale. I loved it' – Kate Hamer,

more than one billion copies of her books sold in the English language, and

author of Crushed From the bestselling author of The Missing Girl and Our

another billion in 103 other languages.

Dark Secret, comes The Hiding Place: a story about identity, love, long-buried

The Girl Who Lived Christopher Greyson 2017-11-02 Ten years ago, four

secrets and lies. 'A credible mystery, intriguingly unravelled over two

people were brutally murdered. One girl lived. No one believes her story.

timelines, that kept me guessing to the very end' – Anita Frank, author of

The police think she's crazy. Her therapist thinks she's suicidal. Everyone else

The Lost Ones Some houses have their secrets. But so do some people . . .

thinks she's a dangerous drunk. They're all right-but did she see the killer?

Abandoned as a baby in the hallway of a shared house in London, Marina has

As the anniversary of the murders approaches, Faith Winters is released from

never known her parents, and the circumstances of her birth still remain a

the psychiatric hospital and yanked back to the last spot on earth she wants to

mystery. Now an adult, Marina has returned to the house where it all started,

be-her hometown where the slayings took place. Wracked by the lingering

determined to find out who she really is. But the walls of this house hold

echoes of survivor's guilt, Faith spirals into a black hole of alcoholism and

more than memories, and Marina’s reappearance hasn’t gone unnoticed by the

wanton self-destruction. Finding no solace at the bottom of a bottle, Faith

other tenants. Someone is watching Marina. Someone who knows the truth . .

decides to track down her sister's killer-and then discovers that she's the one

.

being hunted. How can one woman uncover the truth when everyone's a

The Mysterious Affair at Styles Agatha Christie 2007-10-01 First published in

suspect-including herself? From the mind of Wall Street Journal bestselling

1920, The Mysterious Affair at Styles was Agatha Christie's first novel. It

author Christopher Greyson comes a story with twists and turns that take the

introduced the world to Hercule Poirot, Christie's Belgian detective, who

reader to the edge of madness. The Girl Who Lived should come with a

would go on to be featured in 39 of her novels. The mystery begins with the

warning label: Once you start reading, you won't be able to stop. Not since

death of Emily Inglethorp at Styles, a manor in the English countryside.

Girl on the Train and Gone Girl has a psychological thriller kept readers so

Captain Hastings, a guest at the house, calls upon his friend Poirot to help

addicted-and guessing right until the last page.

investigate. The obvious suspect is Emily's husband, who stood to inherit a

The Thursday Murder Club Richard Osman 2020-09-03 'Smart, compassionate,

large fortune upon her death. But the timeline doesn't quite work out, and

warm, moving and so VERY funny' Marian Keyes 'So smart and funny.

Poirot must delve further into the lives and motivations of the family living

Deplorably good' Ian Rankin 'Thrilling, moving, laugh-out-loud funny' Mark

at Styles to uncover who could have poisoned Emily with strychnine and

Billingham 'A gripping read' Sunday Times THE FIRST BOOK IN THE #1

why. Fans of the genre will enjoy introducing themselves to or

BESTSELLING, MULTI MILLION COPY SELLING SERIES BY TV

rediscovering Agatha Christie, considered one of the great mystery writers of

PRESENTER RICHARD OSMAN ---------------------------------------------- In a

all time, with this classic tale of whodunit from the golden age of mystery.

peaceful retirement village, four unlikely friends meet up once a week to

British novelist DAME AGATHA CHRISTIE (1890-1976) wrote more than 80

investigate unsolved murders. But when a brutal killing takes place on their
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very doorstep, the Thursday Murder Club find themselves in the middle of

ever known. The FBI needs brilliant history professor Remi Laurent more

their first live case. Elizabeth, Joyce, Ibrahim and Ron might be pushing

than ever as the case sends them on a wild hunt across the globe. Can she stop

eighty but they still have a few tricks up their sleeves. Can our unorthodox

him in time? THE DECEPTION CODE (A Remi Laurent FBI Suspense

but brilliant gang catch the killer before it's too late? The Times Crime Book

Thriller) is book #5 in a new series by mystery and suspense author Ava

of the Month Guardian Best Crime and Thrillers ------------------------------------

Strong, which begins with THE DEATH CODE (Book #1). FBI Special Agent

---------- 'A great read, I really enjoyed it' Graham Norton, Home Stretch 'As

Daniel Walker, 40, known for his ability to hunt killers, his street-smarts, and

the bodies pile up, and more is revealed of the lives and loves of Joyce,

his disobedience, is singled out from the Behavioral Analysis Unit and

Ibrahim, Ron and Elizabeth, you can't help cheering them on - and hoping to

assigned to the FBI’s new Antiquities unit. The unit, formed to hunt down

meet them again soon' The Times, Crime Book of the Month 'Mystery fans

priceless relics in the global world of antiquities, has no idea how to enter the

are going to be enthralled' Harlan Coban, Win 'Pure escapism' Guardian, Best

mind of a murderer. Remi Laurent, 34, brilliant history professor at

Crime and Thrillers 'One of the most enjoyable books of the year' Daily

Georgetown, is the world’s leading expert in obscure historic artifacts.

Express 'A beacon of pleasure' Kate Atkinson, Behind The Scenes At The

Shocked when the FBI asks for her help to find a killer, she finds herself

Museum 'As gripping as it is funny' Evening Standard 'Funny, clever and

reluctantly partnered with this rude American FBI agent. Special Agent

achingly British' Adam Kay, This Is Going to Hurt 'An exciting new talent in

Walker and Remi Laurent are an unlikely duo, with his ability to enter

crime fiction' Daily Mail 'A warm, wise and witty warning never to

killers’ minds and her unparalleled scholarship, the only thing they have in

underestimate the elderly' Val McDermid, 1979 'Delight after delight from

common, their determination to decode the clues and stop a killer. The lost

first page to last' Red Magazine 'I completely fell in love with it' Shari

Egyptian relic points to many ancient Egyptian clues, all thought to have

Lapena, Not a Happy Family 'This is properly brilliant. The pages fly and I

been dead ends, and leaves Remi just hours to decode a puzzle that has baffled

can't stop smiling' Steve Cavanagh, The Devil's Advocate 'Charming, clever

archeologists for centuries. What exactly is the killer after? Where does he

debut' Stylist 'I laughed my arse off' Belinda Bauer, Exit 'A witty and

think the clues will lead him? And can Remi outsmart him in time? An

poignant tale' Daily Telegraph 'Clever, clever plot' Fiona Barton, Local Gone

unputdownable crime thriller featuring an unlikely partnership between a

Missing 'An absolutely delightful read' Prima Magazine 'Utterly charming'

jaded FBI agent and a brilliant historian, the REMI LAURENT series is a

Sarah Pinborough, Insomnia 'Funny and original' Sun 'Properly funny and

riveting mystery, grounded in history, and packed with suspense and

totally charming... steeped in Agatha Christie joy' Araminta Hall, Hidden

revelations that will leave you continuously in shock, and flipping pages late

Depths 'This is one of the most delightful novels of the year' Daily Mirror 'A

into the night. Book #6—THE SEDUCTION CODE—is also available.

bundle of joy' Jane Fallon, Worst Idea Ever

Desecration 2013 Death isn't always the end. From New York Times & USA

The Deception Code (A Remi Laurent FBI Suspense Thriller—Book 5) Ava

Today bestselling author, J.F.Penn comes this emotionally charged thriller

Strong 2022-06-07 A billionaire is murdered and an ancient Egyptian relic is

about the dark side of human nature, the first in an action-packed new series!

missing, one rumored to be cursed—and to be a clue to the greatest lost tomb

LONDON--When the body of a murdered young heiress is found within the
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Royal College of Surgeons, Detective Sergeant Jamie Brooke is assigned to the

from his deadliest adversary, Kyle Craig. The Mastermind is in DC and will

case. An antique ivory figurine found beside the body her only lead, she

not relent until he has eliminated Cross and his family for good.

enlists Blake Daniel, a reluctant psychic, to help her discover the message it

Murder under the Christmas Tree Cecily Gayford 2016-11-03 Murder most

holds. The investigation leads them to a sinister secret society known as the

festive... A locked room mystery solved with a flourish on Boxing Day.

Lyceum, who revel in human vivisection and murder. When personal

Blackmail on Christmas Eve. A missing jewel discovered in a very festive

tragedy strikes, Jamie has nothing left to lose and she must race against time

hiding place. A body slumped in a chair on Christmas morning, still listening

to stop the mysterious Lyceum before it claims yet another victim. As Jamie

to carols. The midnight theft of a gift intended for a saint. Crime doesn't take a

and Blake delve into a macabre world of grave robbery, body modification,

holiday, so these - and many more - are the puzzles that make up Murder

and genetically engineered monsters, they must fight to maintain their

under the Christmas Tree, a collection of festive mysteries featuring fictional

sanity, and their lives. A story of vengeance and justice, a dark mystery with

sleuths from Lord Peter Wimsey to Sherlock Holmes, Cadfael to Father

an edge of the supernatural, Desecration will keep you turning pages.

Brown. This is the very best of Christmas murder and mayhem - so settle into

Warning: Not for the squeamish or faint of heart. *** "One of the most original

your armchair, put another log on the fire and take a bite of your mince pie.

mystery/thrillers that I've read in a long while. Its topic of life and death, soul

Just make sure it's not poisoned...

and body is harrowing and poignant, shocking and profound." David Morrell,

Sea Fog J.S. Fletcher 2021-01-01 Tom Crowe, sheltering for the night in a

New York Times bestselling author of Murder as a Fine Art and author of

disused windmill on a Sussex down overlooking the sea, witnesses a brutal

over 40 novels "A riveting exploration of the dark side of the human heart"

murder, which he is powerless to prevent. A series of extraordinary and

New York Times Bestselling Author CJ Lyons "In a book which takes the

baffling mysteries follow, all springing from a dark and tragic crime

reader on a journey to hell and back, J.F. Penn demonstrates her huge talent

committed forty years before. Trawlerson, a mysterious seaman seeking for

for conveying the depths of human depravity." Amazon UK #1 Bestseller,

treasure; Chissick, an ex-convict; Preece, a village policeman; Halkin, the

Rachel Abbott

subtle and sly; are all mixed up in the plot. And Parkapple of the C.I.D., a man

Cross Fire James Patterson 2011 Detective Alex Cross and Bree s wedding

of fame and skill, handles the case. A story of sensations and thrills.

plans are put on hold when Alex is called to the scene of a perfectly executed

A Study in Scarlet Arthur Conan Doyle 2021-01-01 ♥♥A Study in Scarlet

assassination of two of Washington DC s most hated public figures- a corrupt

Arthur Conan Doyle♥♥ A Study in Scarlet is an 1887 detective novel written

congressman and a scheming lobbyist. All leads Cross finds reach dead-ends

by Arthur Conan Doyle. The story marks the first appearance of Sherlock

and the prospect of finding the killer seems nearly impossible. As more

Holmes and Dr. Watson, who would become the most famous detective duo in

crooked politicians are picked off with simliar long-range shots, public opinion

literature. ♥♥A Study in Scarlet Arthur Conan Doyle♥♥ The book's title

is divided is the elusive marksman a vigilante or a hero? Media coverage of

derives from a speech given by Holmes, a consulting detective, to his friend

the case explodes and FBI agent Max Siegel battles Alex for jurisdiction. As

and chronicler Watson on the nature of his work, in which he describes the

Alex struggles with the sniper, Siegel, and the wedding, he receives a call

story's murder investigation as his "study in scarlet": "There's the scarlet
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thread of murder running through the colourless skein of life, and our duty is

married assassins in this “priceless” mystery by the bestselling author of the

to unravel it, and isolate it, and expose every inch of it." ♥♥A Study in Scarlet

Jane Whitefield series (The New York Times). Sid and Ronnie Abel are a

Arthur Conan Doyle♥♥ The story, and its main characters, attracted little

first-rate husband-and-wife detective team, both ex-LAPD. Ed and Nicole

public interest when it first appeared. Only 11 complete copies of the

Hoyt are married assassins-for-hire living in the San Fernando Valley. Except

magazine in which the story first appeared, Beeton's Christmas Annual for

for deadly aim with a Glock 17, the couples have little in common—until

1887, are known to exist now and they have considerable value. Although

they’re hired to do damage control on the same murder. The body of research

Conan Doyle wrote 56 short stories featuring Holmes, A Study in Scarlet is

scientist James Ballantine has been pulled from a storm sewer, with two

one of only four full-length novels in the original canon. ♥♥A Study in

bullet holes in the back of his head. With the case turning cold, Ballantine’s

Scarlet Arthur Conan Doyle♥♥ The novel was followed by The Sign of the

former employers bring in the Abels to succeed where the police have failed.

Four, published in 1890. A Study in Scarlet was the first work of detective

As for the Hoyts, their mysterious contractors want to make sure that the facts

fiction to incorporate the magnifying glass as an investigative tool.

about Ballantine’s death stay hidden. Now the Abels must try to survive as

40 Days 40 Nights Wendy Cartmell 2012-07-08 The second instalment in the

they circle ever closer to the truth, and to a dangerous pair guarding it with

best-selling Sgt Major Crane military crime thriller series. They are edge-of-

their lives. From “a master of nail-biting suspense” (Los Angeles Times),

the-seat dark, disturbing, murder mysteries, that are perfect for fans of Lee

comes a “propulsive, darkly humorous” (Publishers Weekly) “double-barreled

Child and Peter James. Reading as police procedurals, they also feature the

Southern California thriller that moves almost faster than a speeding bullet”

British detective, DI Anderson. Summer 2012. Aldershot Garrison has been

(The Wall Street Journal).

overrun by Team GB as they make their final preparations for the Olympic

MURDER MYSTERY COLLECTION: 40+ Thriller Novels & Detective Tales

Games. Tasked with babysitting the athletes for the duration of their stay,

(Including Uncle Abner Mysteries, Randolph Mason Schemes & Sir Henry

Sergeant Major Crane has braced himself for an uneventful few weeks. But

Marquis Cases) Melville Davisson Post 2017-05-05 This carefully edited

when the body of a soldier is discovered and supplies start disappearing from

collection of murder mysteries has been designed and formatted to the highest

the garrison, Crane knows that something sinister is afoot. As a faceless evil

digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Melville Davisson

infiltrates the Army barracks, Crane sets out to investigate. But what is the

Post (1869-1930) was an American author, born in West Virginia. Post's best-

connection between these seemingly unrelated events? Can Crane find the

known character is the mystery solving, justice dispensing West Virginian

source of the looming threat? And can he do it before his 40 days and 40

backwoodsman, Uncle Abner. Post also wrote number of stories about

nights are up? Praise for Wendy Cartmell: 'A real page turner, with a

Randolph Mason, a brusque New York lawyer who is highly skilled at

brilliantly original detective.' - Tom Kasey, best-selling author of 'Trade Off'.

turning legal loopholes and technicalities to his clients' advantage. Post's other

'Dark, mysterious...and gripping.' - Robert Foster, best-selling author of 'The

recurring characters include Sir Henry Marquis of Scotland Yard, the French

Lunar Code'

policeman Monsieur Jonquelle and the Virginia lawyer Colonel Braxton.

Forty Thieves Thomas Perry 2015-12-15 Married sleuths cross paths with

Table of Contents: The Strange Schemes of Randolph Mason The Corpus
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Delicti Two Plungers of Manhattan Woodford's Partner The Error of William

The Mystery of Orcival Émile Gaboriau 2021-01-01 The Mystery of Orcival is

Van Broom The Men of the Jimmy The Sheriff of Gullmore The Animus

a novel by Émile Gaboriau, published in 1867, and part of the Monsieur Lecoq

Furandi The Man of Last Resort (The Clients of Randolph Mason) The

series. Similar to Sherlock Holmes, Lecoq is a genius detective; arrogant,

Governor's Machine Mrs. Van Barton Once in Jeopardy The Grazier The

proud, a master of disguise, and known for deducing things that others cannot

Rule Against Carper Uncle Abner, Master of Mysteries The Doomdorf

see. The character was apparently based on Eugène François Vidocq, a police

Mystery The Wrong Hand The Angel of the Lord An Act of God The

officer who used to be a thief.

Treasure Hunter The House of the Dead Man A Twilight Adventure The

What Lies Beyond the Fence L. C. Hayden 2017-01-10 A Gripping Thriller

Age of Miracles The Tenth Commandment The Devil's Tools The Hidden

with Unexpected Killer Twists For Bronson, this was going to be an easy

Law The Riddle The Straw Man The Mystery of Chance The Concealed Path

assignment. Find Roger and Norma, the teens that stole an important book

The Edge of the Shadow The Adopted Daughter Naboth's Vineyard The

and return it to its original owners. But when Bronson locates the book,

Sleuth of St. James Square The Thing on the Hearth The Reward The Lost

Roger reveals the truth behind the book's existence-a truth so shocking that

Lady The Cambered Foot The Man in the Green Hat The Wrong Sign The

Bronson is forced to help them escape. Then Ellen, his partner's ex, gets

Fortune Teller The Hole in the Mahogany Panel The End of the Road The

kidnapped and Bronson is forced to decide who he will save: Ellen or two

Last Adventure American Horses The Spread Rails The Pumpkin Coach The

stranded teenagers who look up at him for their survival. Who will he

Yellow Flower Satire of the Sea The House by the Loch

choose? His decision will determine who lives-and who dies.
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